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EDITOR’S LETTER

I first came across The Kudzu Review in the same
way most people do, a blast email into their FSU inbox.
While sitting in my apartment, filling out an application,
I would never have guessed the incredible journey I would
go on with The Kudzu Review.
Since its founding in 1988, The Kudzu Review
has established a reputation for publishing high-quality
creative works both written and produced by undergraduate
students at the Florida State University. Its mission has
always been to foster a more united community of student
artists and writers, and to share these students’ works within
the Florida State University community and beyond. With
the help of a faculty consulting adviser, The Kudzu Review
publishes twice a year, showcasing the best of what FSU
has to offer in nonfiction, fiction, poetry, and visual art.
Regardless, this is Kudzu’s first printed edition since
spring 2013. This edition, thus, is special to the staff of The
Kudzu Review and we’re thrilled to share it with you.
Over the last fifteen weeks, forty people devoted
hour after hour of their free time to producing this Spring
2016 edition. We reviewed over one hundred amazing
submissions in order to bring you the best prose, poetry,
and artwork produced by Florida State students. I watched
each editor and their editorial assistants struggle over
which pieces to publish and couldn’t have felt prouder of
my organization or my school. We’re thrilled to present to
you our final contest winners and are honored to publish
their work of so many talented Noles. We hope you enjoy
the Spring 2016 printed edition and that you can have as
much fun reading it as we did producing it.
Sincerely,
Paxton Sellers
Editor-in-Chief
The Kudzu Review
2015-2016
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FICTION

Eye Collage by Margaret May

Fiction 7

Love Hurts
JORDAN GLYNN

April 3rd, 2002
“And what did the boy look like when you found

him?” I asked Officer Harrow. He heaved a sigh, his
yellowed teeth scraping skin from his lips as he ran his
fingers through his smoke-stained mustache. The dim
light from the lamps of his office cast the room in a
sickly glow, making the officer’s eyes seem empty.
“It ain’t pleasant,” he said, massaging his eyes
slightly. “You sure you want to hear about it, Doc?”
“I’m afraid so,” I said. “If we are going to keep
James institutionalized, we need to know exactly what
he did.”
“Alright then, have it your way,” Officer Harrow
said, sighing again. “Roger Monroe was found almost
completely naked, floating facedown in the lake. It was
raining when he died, so the lake was swoll up and the
fish were biting as they do in a fresh rain. When we
found him, he was rotted like carrion. The left eye was
big and bulging from all the water, like a green balloon,
ready to pop. The other was missing, tore straight from
the socket. We thought it was a fish that took it but
forensics came back and said it’d been removed before
Roger was sunk. The right side of his face had chunks
of skin missing, I’d wager from the fish. The left was
just sliding off as we pulled him out of the water.”
“That is,” I paused, grasping for the right word,
“disturbing.”
Officer Harrow cleared his throat before
continuing.
“His ma was a mess, too. Showed up at the
lake all dressed up for some dinner party she’d been
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hosting. You could see the hope in her. She was looking
around at everyone. Trying to catch a peek of Roger,
I think. We hadn’t told her he was dead. We didn’t
want to upset her before she could ID him. When she
saw him, she burst into tears, so that told us what we
needed to know.”
Officer Harrow turned his face towards the
ceiling, the thin blue veins in his neck visible under
his pallid skin.
“It wasn’t pretty, Doc. It’d be a terrible way to
go. Your lungs burn and everything goes black and the
last thing you know is that your friend killed you.”
“You think James is responsible?”
“He’s the last person to see Roger alive. Says so
himself.”
“Could he have done it?” I asked, leaning
forward slightly.
Officer Harrow looked straight into my eyes,
his sunken face waxy in the lamplight.
“Anyone could’ve, but James would’ve. That
boy is disturbed.”
March 15th, 2000
As I arrived in his office, Principal Irving was
massaging his temples as if the gesture would ward
off whatever migraine was brewing. Officer Harrow
stood behind him, in front of the window, casting a
long shadow over Irving’s desk that stretched across
the room before falling slightly short of the three
boys arranged before him. John Winston’s eyes were
red from crying and snot pooled around his nose.
He sniffled noisily as I settled into a chair in the back
corner of the room.
“John, can you take us through what happened
Fiction 9

one more time now? Maybe the doctor can make some
sense of what you’re saying.”
“With all due respect, Mr. Irving, we’ve heard
this story three times already and nothing’s changed,”
Officer Harrow interrupted. “We know what happened.
Dave and John were playing in the woods next to the
playground during their lunchbreak. They came
across Roger and James, the boys had an argument,
and John’s arm ended up twisted behind his back till
it broke. Send John back to class, or home, he’s been
through enough.”
“Yes,” Principal Irving said. “Yes, you’re right.
John, have someone in the front office call your mother
to come pick you up.”
John shuffled out of the room with the air of
a kicked dog. Eyes on the ground and head hung,
shamed. It was silent for a moment as Principal Irving
and Officer Harrow looked at the boys before them.
Neither James nor Roger had spoken while I’d been in
the office and neither seemed keen to, until suddenly
James looked up, squarely at me, his blue eyes hard.
“He isn’t the victim. He deserved it.”
“Deserved what?” I asked, looking quickly at
Principal Irving.
“To get hurt,” James said flatly. “They said
Roger was a shame to his family being friends with me.
Then, they said that you can’t expect much from a fag,
so it’d make sense that he was friends with me. I got
mad and twisted John’s arm behind his back to make
him apologize. He wouldn’t take it back so I broke it.
Roger didn’t do anything. I don’t know why he’s here.”
“Alright then,” Principal Irving said, “Officer
Harrow is going to have to take you home then, James.
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You’re suspended for the next two weeks and when
you’re back—”
“He didn’t do it,” Roger blurted, his cheeks
reddening. “James didn’t even touch John. I did. He’s
just covering for me. I’m sorry.”
“He’s lying,” James said, “I did it. I hurt John.”
Officer Harrow cleared his throat, drawing our
attention to him.
“I say you just send them both home for the
day. I’ll tell their mothers what happened, and give
them detention for the next month.”
Principal Irving nodded absently.
“I think that’s best, too. Please take the boys
home, Officer.”
April 4th, 2002
“And what did he and James do whenever they
had a sleepover?” I asked, drumming my fingers lightly
against the leather arm of the living room recliner.
Mrs. Monroe sat opposite me, nursing a small cup of
tea and picking at a loose strand of her sweater. Her
eyes were bloodshot and her usually neat, blonde hair
was unkempt.
“Everything they did was what I’d expect
boys to do,” Roger’s mother said, fighting a yawn as
she turned her attention from her sweater to slowly
stirring her tea. The spoon clinked slightly against
the side of the small china cup. “Sorry, I haven’t been
getting much sleep since Roger died. They played
video games, roughhoused, and went fishing.”
“The night of Roger’s death, did anything about
James’ behavior seem bizarre to you?”
“No,” she said, “they were acting normal. Roger
mentioned they wanted to go fishing around sunset
Fiction 11

when the fish would be biting best, and I figured that
it’d be fine as long as they were careful.”
“Then,” I asked, “what led you to agree with the
police that it was James who drowned Roger?”
“Well,” she said, “he was the last one to see
Roger. Said so himself. If he didn’t, who could’ve?”
“Would James have done it?”
Mrs. Monroe’s breath rattled slightly before she
composed herself. Twisting her wedding ring around
her finger, she looked firmly at the floor and said,
“I’m not sure it’s my place to be telling you this, but
you’re a psychiatrist. When James would come over,
I’d sometimes catch him with bruises. Big, purple,
ugly things that coiled up and down his back and
that I could only see when he didn’t think anyone was
looking—when his shirt would catch on a chair after
dinner or when he leaned down too far after dropping
a controller. I think they were from his Dad.”
“Why?”
“Roger said a few times that he saw James go
with his dad after he got out of school. Roger said his
dad called it ‘father-son bonding,’ and his mom’s a
lovely person, so if it wasn’t his dad I don’t know who it
could’ve been.”
“So you think James’ father beat him and that
caused him to drown your son?”
She lifted her eyes from the floor to look
vacantly at something behind me, “It’d make sense for
James to have killed Roger, because as much as I love
him, that boy just wasn’t quite right. I came in one time,
right after Halloween their third grade year. Roger
wanted to be a dragon so I’d bought him a costume,
and a knight costume for James since his mom had
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mentioned not having the money. They were both so
cute; I wish I could have kept them like that forever.
Anyway, I came in to find Roger crying and cradling
his eye. James looked at me like what he’d done was
perfectly okay. He said, ‘The only place a dragon hurts
is in its eyes, so you have to stab them there.’ I never
saw it happen again so I didn’t think anything of it.
And whenever they would get into a fight, they seemed
to make up quickly enough. Roger adored James, after
all. Always had. They were always quite,” she paused
for a moment and her eyes flickered from one spot of
empty air to the next as she reached for the right word,
“fond of one another.”
“So,” I asked, “you’re certain James would’ve
been capable of killing your son?”
“He’s a troubled boy.”
May 1st, 2001
Mrs. Monroe was radiant; her hair was
pulled back into a bun and her black evening gown
shimmered in the soft light cast from the chandeliers
overhead as she welcomed the partygoers at the door.
Her home was something of a town mystery. Few had
been inside the Monroe’s home since they’d moved
to town, as Mr. Monroe was something of a recluse,
preferring to spend his time with his family and, if the
various likenesses of Christ within the Monroe home
were any indication, with God. So, when the invitations
to a cocktail party celebrating Mr. Monroe’s recent
success—he’d managed to outbid another planter for
a particularly valuable plot—not a single person in the
small town failed to show up.
I slipped from the great room and onto the
patio through the living room door and saw James and
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Roger huddled together on a pair of bar stools in the
corner, speaking quietly. Mrs. Bennett and Mrs. May,
the wives of the town jeweler and art supplier, gossiped
noisily near me.
“Where are that James boy’s parents?” Mrs.
May asked, “Roger’s such good friends with James.
I just can’t see why his Mother wouldn’t invite his
parents.”
“Oh, Marcy,” Mrs. Bennett said, rolling her
eyes. “Everyone knows that his folks aren’t for polite
society. His father’s a beast and his ma just ain’t all
there anymore, on account of her husband.”
James and Roger had gone quiet in their
corner. James was staring hard at his hands, balled into
white-knuckled fists. Roger glared at the pair, outrage
sparking in his green eyes.
“Excuse me,” Roger said, “that is my friend’s
family you’re talking about. I’d appreciate if you were
polite in polite society or kindly excuse yourself.”
“Oh, I’m sorry,” Mrs. May said flippantly. “I
didn’t even realize you two were here.”
“Yeah, we’ll just rejoin the party,” Mrs. Bennett
said. “You boys have fun.”
“Thanks,” James said, flashing Roger a smile
full of white teeth and boyish charm.
“No problem,” Roger replied, rubbing the back
of neck as his face flushed. “I couldn’t let them sit there
and talk that way about my best friend’s family.”
“Hey,” James said, touching Roger’s knee
lightly, “what they think doesn’t matter. What matters
is that I know my parents love me, even if my Dad has
a different way of showing it. Thanks again, though,
Rog. I mean it.”
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If it were possible, Roger’s face reddened even
further.
“Anything,” he said.
April 5th, 2002
“Why are you here?” James asked as I walked
into his cell. In the harsh light of the room everything
looked exposed. James’ skin had grown taut, stretched
and ill-fitting across his face. His bright eyes, blue like
an electric fire, seemed to have dulled to a sleet grey.
“Hello, James,” I said. “I spoke with Roger’s
mother.”
“Am I supposed to be impressed? You spoke
to her looking for what? Secrets? Did she tell you my
father beat me?”
“No,” I said. “Did he?”
James was silent. His teeth trapped his lower
lip between them, biting hard enough to draw blood.
“Why,” I asked swapping topics, “was Roger
missing an eye when the police found him?”
“Is Roger missing?”
“I told you when you were admitted here that
he’d been found dead,” I said.
“Did you?”
“James,” I said sighing, “is there a reason you’ve
decided to be particularly unreasonable today?”
“Why Doctor,” he said, “aren’t crazy people
supposed to be unreasonable?”
“Are you crazy?”
“I don’t know. You’re the professional.”
“If you don’t want to talk about Roger’s eye,”
I said, changing topics again, “why don’t you tell me
what you and Roger did the night of his death?”
“Fine,” James said, rolling his eyes. “I’d made
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plans to have a sleepover with Roger to celebrate
completing our first month in high school, a great
achievement if we were to listen to my mother. His
mom made dinner and we went upstairs to watch
a movie, but before I could decide what I wanted to
watch, Roger asked if we could go fishing instead.
Since it was a nice night I figured I’d go along with it,
and we walked down to the lake. We fished in silence
for a bit before I asked Roger why he’d wanted to go
fishing instead of watching a movie, and he told me
it was more intimate to be alone on a lake than in a
basement. I figured Roger was just being dumb, as he
was prone to be, but then,” James’ eyes brightened, “he
kissed me.”
“Wait,” I said, interrupting James. “Roger kissed
you? You didn’t tell that to the police.”
“I know,” James said rolling his eyes. “It didn’t
seem pertinent.”
“Please,” I said, waving my hand slightly. “Go
on.”
“Yes, anyway,” James said, tilting his nose a
bit upwards to peer down it at me. “He kissed me so
I punched him. He apologized and we sat there for a
while. It seemed he was sulking, so I asked him if he
wanted to do something else and he told me he loved
me. I told him that I couldn’t bond with him like how
he wanted.”
“Like how?” I asked
“Like kissing,” James said, looking absently at
the air somewhere above me. “But then he asked if we
could bond some other way, so I told him we could
bond like how my dad and I bond.”
“And how do you and your dad bond?”
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James’ smile vanished, his eyes emptying of
whatever life they’d gained.
“Blood bonds.”
“Did you kill Roger, James?”
“I don’t know,” he said. His lips twisted into a
grimace and his blue eyes shut suddenly, “Did I?”
“Did you kill Roger?” I asked again.
“He loved me.”
“Would you kill Roger?”
“I loved him, too.”

Fiction 17

AMANDA FOLEY

Rain
A metal bowl on the empty chair between us
catches the rain drops.
“We have to call the landlord,” John says. His
shoulder’s in my line of sight as he puts toast on my
plate and I mutter, “yeah, yeah,” while I wave him
out of the way. I look up to the stains ringing the light
fixture. Water forms a thin rope at the base of the
ceramic lamp and drips into the half-full bowl.
The day before we got married, John and I
signed a six-month lease on a house two streets down
from my parents. Ten years later, we still haven’t moved
out. Back then, looking at it got me stupid and fuzzy.
One story white brick with vines climbing up the sides
like Madeline, the kind of place where it would be okay
to raise some kids, once you started having them. The
location can’t be beat: Southwest Philly, right between
the airport and Amtrak so there’s always something to
rattle the windows. We figured out pretty fast the vines
were Virginia creeper and that nobody wants another
mouth to feed if it’s tough enough filling your own.
When you’re eighteen, everything’s romantic.
When you’re twenty-eight, all you’ve got is a house
with four corners that don’t line up. The bathroom
door doesn’t close. The kitchen cabinets swell shut
when it gets too hot and there’s no way to fix it, except
if next month’s pay miraculously doubles. If I had a list
of what needs work, it would be as long as our lease
agreement and nothing on it would stay checked off
for long.
“Don’t forget an umbrella,” John says as I’m
heading out.
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I look through the screen front door and spot
the square where John fixed a hole last week. The
tape’s already peeling back. At least outside it’s only
drizzling.
“No worries.”
It only comes to me halfway to work I didn’t
look at him once over breakfast.
It takes me ten minutes to get to work on days
I don’t run late—so never. Nobody’s particular about
tardies when the manager’s worried his random drug
test from corporate will come back positive. The rain
makes me walk faster, so I’m there on time.
I work in the back of a thrift shop and have ever
since my senior year of high school. For nine years, I’ve
sat at the same table, sorting hand-me-downs to sell to
people who wish they could afford retail.
“I have a hole in my roof,” I tell my coworker
as I drop a flaking, gold-plated wedding band into the
tray of ionic jewelry cleaner.
“At least you’ve got a roof,” he says while I wait.
I watch the band rattle in the cleaner’s basket and
think ‘What’s the point?’ The guy who bought it new
probably got it cheap and still paid too much. Even
clean, the ring won’t shine.
“Yeah, one I can see through,” I say back. A
leaky roof on a one story house small enough that I
can watch my living room TV from the kitchen sink,
no problem.
For a minute, I imagine coming home to an
empty lot where the house used to be, the cracked
driveway leading to nothing. I think of John inside
the house in outer space, putting shims under all the
creaky doors and spot-treating stains that never come
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out all the way.
“You want me to take it off your hands?”
I flip up my middle finger and set the ring on a
jeweler’s case to dry.
John’s wedding band fell into the garbage
disposal while it was running once. Now it’s chipped
on all sides, nicked and twisted. When he takes it
off before bed, the skin of his ring finger has indents
following the shape of the bent metal. Sometimes, I
like to trace them with my fingers
It’s just my luck that the rain gets worse all day.
I get home around six-thirty. My hair is wet
from the hole in my jacket, my left foot pruned in my
shoe, and there are five bowls now catching rain in my
kitchen. I take off my shoes and think ‘This day never
ends.’
John is unsteady on the kitchen table, plastering
electrical tape around the overhead light. “Temporary
measure. New leaks keep cropping up everywhere,” he
says with gusto as I look up at him.
John grew up with just his mom on a waitress’
salary. If they’d pinched pennies any harder, their
fingers would’ve bled. He knows how to pay the bills
in a certain order to avoid past dues: pay the electric
before the car, buy the groceries with a check at the
convenience store where it takes them a week to cash
it. He patches the holes, negotiates the stuck drawers,
keeps dinner warm. At the end of the night, he’s so
tired he falls asleep over the book he’s got cracked to
“Chapter 4: Early Childhood Development.”
Someday he’ll be a teacher, underpaid and
over-motivated in the same white brick house in the
same neighborhood for fifty years. Me–I’ll be at the
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jewelry counter.
I look at his long fingers smoothing the
electrical tape. There is a hairline crack he hasn’t fixed
yet in the popcorn ceiling that runs to the wall.
Sometimes, I just want one thing that’s never
been patched.
Above me, he wobbles and I put my hand out
to brace his leg.
“Why bother? Tomorrow, the roof’ll come
down with the tape on it,” I say, grousing so he hears
the heat in my voice.
A drop falls on his glasses. “Day after that, the
car won’t turn over and whatever you ring up, debit’ll
come back declined. Life as usual,” I complain.
Above me, his palm goes slow over the tape so
I know he’s listening. I’ve got my arm around his leg
where I can feel him shift. I wonder if he’s as sick of
hearing it from me as I am of saying it.
Then, he drops his hand on my shoulder and
squeezes it. His fingers take their time trying to find all
the knots.
Next he’ll think he could rub off the wrinkles
by my eyes.
My face is getting hot from the warm rain inside
the house, so I leave the job to him.
In the middle of the night, I wake up to a thud
against the bedroom door. Outside, rain beats against
the windowpane and invites itself in at the base of the
frame. I see drips bead on the sill and splash on the
floor, and realize from the cold that John’s half of the
bed is empty.
Once I open the door, the noise comes—
streaming water pounding into carpet like I’m coming
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up to the Niagara Falls of Southwest Philly.
In the hallway, I see our couch propped up,
the coffee table on its side, and three chairs stacked in
each other’s arms. Beyond that is a curtain of rain so
heavy it’s white, with John in the center of it, beneath a
tented blue tarp he’s hammering to the ceiling.
Looking up, rain and starlight come through
the holes in the roof, like the living room ceiling is a
strainer. I step, grimacing, onto wet carpet.
John sees me and looks sheepish, like he got
caught doing something wrong.
“Well, on the bright side, it can’t get any worse
than this,” he offers. His glasses fog with wet heat under
the canopy of the tarp, face flushed. He’s embarrassed
the roof we’re under together can’t hold out the water.
For a moment, he’s the boy he was in high school,
whose ears got too hot when I kissed him the first time.
Rain runs down the curve of his cheek. I think of him
trying not to wake me while he was running frantic
to stack chairs out of the rain, smoothing screen tape
over the tears in our door.
“Yeah, it could. It’s just a roof,” I say and I come
over to stand below him as his mouth tightens with
worry.
It could be so much worse. It could be cold
dinner, an empty bed, and a cheap nicked up wedding
band left behind in a thrift store.
I reach out to grab his hand and he’s still got his
ring. Anytime his eyes are open, he can’t stand to keep
it off his finger. I think ‘When he comes down, I’ll rub
the knots out of his shoulders and he’ll wipe the crow’s
feet from my eyes.’ He looks at me and I slide the ring
halfway up his knuckle to kiss the dents underneath.
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NONFICTION

Spectacle by Shannen Michaelsen

Nonfiction 23

HEATHER CUNNINGHAM

Star Child
I’m not sure that I believe in God, but I am
confident in the force of astrology. At my childhood
home, I spend afternoons lounging on the blue
suede sofa, a paperback Astrology for Lovers nestled
between my thighs. My mom’s beside me in the floral
armchair, meticulously meddling with her website:
southfloridaastrologer.com. She hopes her friends
don’t mock her. Check out the polarities page. Click
on a few ads. Donate to my tuition. Abandon your
horoscopes. Forget your sun signs. Reject astrological
banalities. Your moon sign is your Lebron James. This
is what we say to zodiac virgins. Lebron James: moon
in Aries, an immediate Google search after he got pissy
with a ref in the 2014 semifinals. Fucking Aries.
“If nothing else, astrology is a great way to pick
up men,” I joke to the freshmen in my program. Film
School parties are pointless without a Riesling in my
hand and a stack of business cards in my pocket. Once
the gold liquid is level with the Barefoot sticker, I start
my interrogations.
“Do you know what time you were born? I
need the exact minute to configure your rising sign.
Ask your parents and get back to me. Here’s my mom’s
business card. Here’s my number.”
I investigate the signs of friends, family, and
enemies, and rummage Facebook for the birth day,
month, and year, and configure their natal chart at
11:59 and midnight, and make my notes app a secret
zodiac log. I begin to notice trends.
My first boyfriend was Adam Goldberg, an
atheistic Jew and a double Gemini. Geminis are
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obsessed with whys. Unable to watch South Park
without analyzing its comical complexities, they
find good conversation as thrilling as finding an
accidental curly fry in a sack of straight-cuts. Other
signs would rather discuss school, or work, or their
irrational fear of the dark, because those are subjects
we kick around with strangers. But I crave discussions
of reincarnation and the possibility of death leading
to a second chance. Or third. Or fourth. Or seventyninth. But Adam wouldn’t whisper that he can’t stop
thinking about you after a long night of mozzarella
sticks and cheap wine. Perhaps because he knew it’s a
cliché. And Gemini, although pretentious, will never
get caught listening to Lana Del Rey with her “dance
all night” and “summertime sadness.” So I traded I’m
crazy about yous for I really like hanging out with yous
as long as it meant falling asleep to the melodic bass of
Matt Berninger. An Aquarius. My favorite musicians
are all Aquarians. I’m an Aquarian. I’m one of my
favorite musicians. Kidding! God, what do you take me
for? A Scorpio?
As an Aquarius with Taurus moon, the
constellations suggest I’m boring. My Leo rising is
my pop of fun. But we aren’t all so lucky. Someone
has to have boring signs to make the rest of us look
better. Maddie is my most boring friend. First of all,
she doubts the validity of the stars. BORING. I smirk
because I’ve already looked up her signs: Taurus moon
and Taurus rising. Taurus: stubborn, practical, the least
likely to believe in astrology. Maddie doesn’t realize
she’s further proving my point with every eye roll. She
dismisses me as she readjusts the position of her Marc
Jacobs handbag weighing heavily on her shoulder.
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Taurens love their things: soft things, pretty things,
fragrant things, decadent things, luxurious things. As
a Taurus moon myself, I don’t judge Maddie’s excessive
extravagance. If my parents ran a meth lab under the
Sawgrass Mall, I would drop thousands on handbags
too! Maddie is clueless as to what her parents do for a
living.
“Your guess is as good as mine,” she says.
So, naturally, my guess is meth chefs, but
that’s probably the Taurus in me. Taurus is known
for its sense of humor. Jerry Seinfeld, Tina Fey, Amy
Schumer, Donald Glover, Stephen Colbert, and many
more were all born under the influence of the bull.
All idols of mine. All representations of what I can
be. Of course we’re not identical to those who share
our signs. But I thank my mom for pushing me out at
5:39 nevertheless. 5:40 and I might never have made
anyone laugh.
Capricorns get my jokes, which may indicate
why I find myself attracted to men with strong
Capricorn influence. Capricorns will smother you
like a hug from your Aunt Pearl, enveloping you in
old lady perfume until you can no longer breathe. A
Capricorn sun won’t fall asleep without texting you
goodnight, kissy-face emoji, red heart, purple heart,
blue heart. A Capricorn moon will spout platitudes
such as “These snapchat pictures would be great for
our wedding slideshow,” when you’ve only been dating
for a month. I’ve let Capricorns borrow my toothpaste
from time to time. I’ve let them take me to parties and
take me home from parties. But then their family will
announce you’re distracting them from memorizing
lines. And Capricorn’s never going to be an actor if they
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don’t spend Friday nights doing vocal exercises: “Red
leather yellow leather, unique New York.” And they’ll
listen because when has mom ever been wrong? And
you’ll watch Capricorn slip away, like a cherry Popsicle
on Fort Lauderdale beach, because most parents don’t
want their children to cackle until their ribs hurt if it
means missing their curfew. I ask Capricorn why their
bucket list is blank.
My mom and I shit-talk signs the way older
women shit-talk the Kardashians. Scorpios are rude.
Libras are fake. Capricorns suck. Everyone thinks their
sign is the best sign. Everyone except my mom.
“I love astrology because it makes me aware
of which flaws I should work on,” she jokes. She
resents her Leo: fun but belligerent, despises her
Capricorn: assertive but apprehensive, and makes due
with her Gemini: quick but cutting. After decades of
research, she realizes her greatest passion manifested
her greatest burden. Painfully aware that she is the
embodiment of the signs she hates, my mother bites
her tongue.
She tells me she admires me, the water-bearer
in a world full of lions. But interacting with other waterbearers, seeing your own reflection in that water, feels
like a Samuel Beckett play.
“What do you wanna do?”
“I don’t know. What do you wanna do?”
“I don’t know. What do you wanna do?”
“I wanna do whatever you wanna do.”
Decisions are for fire signs, so I surround myself
with them until I’m burned to a crisp. I let it slide when
my best friends call me a pushover, something only a
pushover would understand. Astrology for Dummies
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will tell you Aquarians are weird and aloof and smart.
But that’s like saying Breaking Bad is good and scary
and addicting. It’s so much more than that. Better
astrology books will tell you Aquarians are patient,
that they’re the best at handling all personalities.
“Why did Alex just yell at me?” my friend asks.
“That was so unnecessary.”
“She’s just a Sag moon, she can’t help it,” I
respond.
“That’s no excuse.”
And it isn’t. But the more you try to understand
a person, the easier it is to forgive them. Sure, Alex will
scream at you because you dislike Lena Dunham. But
it’s not because she wants to make you feel like shit. It’s
because she can’t help but make you feel like shit. And
she’ll feel shitty about it later. So let’s all be less shitty
and stop shitting on each other for our shit.
In the summer of 2014, my best friend watched
as astrology blossomed from fascination to obsession.
Initially reluctant, I gave Scot the push he needed to
dive head-first into the zodiac bandwagon. By June we
were ransacking his dad’s office, desperate to find his
birth certificate that was nowhere to be found.
“I was born around 11AM,” he promised.
“That would make it Aquarius rising. I’m sure
that’s what it is,” I replied. “That makes sense to me.”
But that wasn’t good enough for him. The next
day, he called Broward General Hospital in request
of a new birth certificate. Two weeks later, the results
were in. Holding his hand as he read the document
aloud, we giggled at the drama of it all. His time of
birth: 12:20PM. Pisces rising. I was wrong. I failed him.
I failed myself. Scot was heartbroken to say the least,
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which ironically, is indicative of Pisces rising. I should
have known. Rookie mistake!
“Well I guess I have to be emotional now,” he
stated. “I wanted to be Aquarius rising.” But astrology
doesn’t mold our personalities, it simply categorizes
what we already know.
Psychologists say we can never truly understand
ourselves. We can try, and perhaps succeed on a surface
level, but never to our core. It’s impossible. Though this
doesn’t stop us from creating ideal identities. It doesn’t
stop kids from taking Buzzfeed quizzes a dozen times
before achieving the result they want.
“This says I’m a Monica, but I’m totally a
Phoebe.”
In middle school, I considered myself a big
personality, often sporting an Abercrombie Kids
graphic tee with the words “Social Butterfly” displayed
proudly on my chest. In high school I wore uniforms,
and my peers labeled me “quiet.” You don’t know me, I
thought, bitter that I may not be the person I thought
I was. As I approach college graduation, my theatre
professors repeat three phrases like a mantra: Know
who you are. Know what makes you happy. Don’t let
yourself become miserable. If you actually try to be
your most genuine self, you will probably find it is
easier to be Phoebe Buffay.
I ask, “What’s your sign?” like it’s the greatest
punchline in the world. A natal chart looks like a
diagram I forgot to study in Freshman Bio, a set of
scientific hieroglyphics. I live for stunning the crowd
with my hieroglyphic proficiency. I deliver my patients
their zodiac diagnosis like I’m a comedian doing
standup. When they laugh, it’s because I wanted them
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to. As I study performance and writing, I’m constantly
instructed to observe the people around me, learn
their stories, study their mannerisms, examine their
idiosyncrasies. I do this reflexively, like a sneeze making
eye-contact with the sun. I can’t imagine not doing it. I
can recall signs better than I remember names. Names
are just titles. Personality is the content. Astrology
is a filing cabinet in my brain. It’s a personal index
of my most valuable studies and findings. Whoever
said, “I know you better than you know yourself” was
probably an astrologer. But of course, I don’t reveal
this to my skeptics. I am an air sign after all.
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A Look Beyond by Sarah Cole
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CHRISTOPHER GAYNOR

2000 Buick LaSabre
Grandma warned me the radio was probably fried
mostly white noise set to her favorite channels.
Her hands hovered over my palm
the scent of brass laced her finger tips
as she held my grandfather’s keys.
In the middle console
a lone tooth pick has rested beside the gear shift
for almost a year.
I don’t dare move it
as if it somehow would disturb the cosmic order.
Warped by Florida summers
layers of bronze paint had chipped away.
The leather seats like
the skin of a bruised apple.
The once drum-tight interior
now folded like baggy denim.
The sun soaked seat buckle
singed my skin
while the driver seat
began to mold to its new owner.
Air hummed out of the vents
sounding more and more like the Sunday hymns
he would sing to us.
The carpet is stained
with my grandfather’s foot prints
like an eternal shadow
I match my feet with his.
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There are days
when the sun hits the car just right
and the rustic grime morphs
into the burnt autumn leaves
he used to rake in his yard.
On others
I find a discarded receipt
for the craft beers he used to drink Friday nights.
In these moments
I let the broken radio fight through static
to find its melody.
Most songs are inaudible
the signal long gone.
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JALISA REDDICK

Greyscale
They say when you get pregnant, you become a bit
forgetful.
But when the doctor told me I had a little girl growing
in my belly
my mind opened like floodgates and the memories
came rushing in.
Like that little kindergartener with the hazel eyes and
freckles cascading down her face
who thought it’d be funny to chop off half my braid in
grade five,
Mr. Sheldon, with his tortious shell glasses and thick
mustache the kids would aim spitballs at,
who said La’Katia was too hard to remember and
affectionately renamed me Tia,
And how Mama, with her fine, straw-colored hair
introduced me to perms and hot combs at the innocent
age on nine,
so my hair could look more like hers and less like mine.
Her daddy wants to name her Anika Noni, after his
favorite actress.
A woman with a smile that could stretch clear cross
Florida
and skin the color of brown sugar and rose tea.
I told him it wasn’t good enough for our beautiful
bundle.
Although what I meant to say was
it was too colorful for a world that’s set in greyscale.
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The mischief of midnight stabs at our attention spans.
It waltzes on our porch patios,
lingers in the cast shadows of our oaks,
bangs on our open window sills,
brothers in boredom we relent and give one last chase
by moonlight.
We are paralyzed by these suburban square blocks
still tethered to our mothers’ shrill dinner calls.
The terror of living creaks between our bike spokes.
The thrill of dying howls in the ripples on our jacket
backs.
We do our best to slash
that inexorable boredom of being.
We sweat sticky humid summer sweat,
wade deep in the end of our luke warm subdivision
pool,
claw at the mosquito marks on our Achilles.
We whisper names of the girls across the street,
Alexis, Watley, Ellie, Susan,
their swinging pigtail centrifuges
quake the foundations of our collective hearts.
But we all know we will do nothing, because
twinkling in through the thick
of the summer mist is the rapid
epiphany that our youth runs out at sunrise.
This impromptu teenaged brotherhood is
unsustainable,
our love is spiraling, gliding, crashing
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JAY WARDELL

Our Love

past the tangerine glow of the street lamps
up above into the stratosphere.
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JAY WARDELL

Jaden Smith in a Dress
Paparazzi photography, ascends to portrait,
he’s mid-dash, yet mesmerizingly childish
nothing like men that sprint from death and it’s
harbingers.
Jaden is probably late to a classroom,
or maybe he’s just running because he’s young
and has two legs and freedom is everywhere.
I stop like my dad when he spotted me playing Barbie
doll
on the kindergarten traffic mat,
the first time he worried he’d lost his oldest son
to a defect no amount of pickup basketball,
washroom dustups
or hard black belt buckles could conquer.
But if the fresh Prince was my father, I’d wear dresses
too.
We’d ditch the sweaty Baptist pew cloth,
and cabbage patch through Calabassas,
with uncle Jazzy Jeff
in matching hot pink Zubaz and miniskirts.
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ZACHARY PELO

A Still Life of Desire
Christa, I’m looking for you.
Your info got deleted. We talked.
I came over a few times.
We talked about horses.
Get back to me.
Scat. Want to see
if a bunch of women can feed me.
How much can I do? The more the better.
Feeling it today.
Domestic goddess wanted.
Looking for a woman with the mindset
of a live-in sex and house slave. Be over fifty,
and willing to move in.
Still looking for my cowboy.
It would be a plus if you owned horses.
I’m medium build, easy on the eyes.
I don’t make dogs howl or babies scream.
Cowboy, take me away.
Former combat soldier seeks uninhibited buds
for sexual pleasures. Be able to host. I play well
with others. Inoculated against mind games.
Sensual thoughts and after-glows.
Seeking retiree to share expenses
for a better life. I am retired, educated.
Not handsome, but I cook well. Eat healthy.
I have a truck and a car. I like to grow things,
especially hot peppers.
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Cats
do not understand chance or accidents,
making me a vengeful god, stepping
on kitten tails in my sacred rage.
I think god and the devil are two sides
of the same grimy, rusted coin that I lost
in my midcentury modern couch cushions.
in catholic school, sister mccain’s eyes twitched
a holy twitch when I asked who god’s dad was,
or was he his own almost-dad like marty mcfly,
and do you get bored in heaven?
worshiping christ eternally with all
the holy white men and baptized
miscarried fetuses.
the phrase “forever home” is a little optimistic.
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Portrait of a Young Teacher

OLIVIA HÜLLERT

She buys her students a goldfish as a class pet.
Twenty children’s mouths fog the bowl—
observing isolation as a treat
or threat. Mirrors are everywhere.
Now, in the grocery line, a man
who doesn’t smile back
is the reason she doesn’t like her feet,
the reason her neck is sore
looking down. She has forgotten
how to breathe on her own. And at night,
attached to the gravity of a yoga mat,
the instructor tells her to inhale,
so she does. Mirrors are everywhere—
next to her now on the street,
a man creases his lips,
so she straightens her back it’s not a competition. The children
leave the party, but the goldfish still swims
among twenty index fingers’ loving
touches. Her mother’s bedtime voice:
goodnight honey. She has
forgotten how to exhale, she holds her breath
until she feels faint. When the yoga instructor
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says exhale with a sigh, she joins the chorus
and remembers that she needs
to buy salt.
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Eulogy for a First Patient
OLIVIA HÜLLERT

I didn’t need training for my first day at work.
Blue scrubs from a messy supply room
made me qualified Norwegian nursing homes
are under staffed.
Before I saw him, cancer was nothing more than
ink on paper or rays from a screen.
Now cancer is a hip-grown mass,
rotten smell under skin,
yellow fluids leaking.
I changed his
bandages,
diapers,
sheets,
when night came
and he still wasn’t dead,
I sat by his side and sang for him
as I waited for him to die.
Ja, Vi Elsker Dette Landet Som Det Stiger Frem,
thinking that the words meant
more to him than they did to me.
Hoping he wouldn’t notice.
On my fifth day of work
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a father died.
I told his daughter
sorry for your loss
instead of finally.
She let her grey hair fall to rest
against my blue scrubs.
We learned.
I didn’t need training for my fifth day of work
but I wished someone had taught me how to
close the eyelids of a corpse,
scrape mold off of a dead man’s tongue,
told me that a mouth without life
would not stay shut
even for a new girl, in blue scrubs
and latex gloves.
With plastic tweezers, I
picked up a soggy cotton ball
marinated in water since his time alive;
and wet his dry lips.
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VISUAL ART

Whole Food Heroes: Tomatoes, Apples & Bell Peppers, Eggplants, Strawberries
by Corey Rowland
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MARGARET MAY

Astronaut
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The Boy With the Moon on
His Forehead

Author Name 47

RHIANNON HOLTON

Coming Up Roses
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KATHRYN KANE

Just a Dream

Visual Art 49

HUNTER DYKE

For the People

A pair of police officers sit
on the steps of the statue
of King Constantine just
outside the entrance
of Pedion tou Areos in
central Athens. One of
the officers is tipping his
cap in the direction of a
man that handed both
officers a bottle of water
as a gratuitous gesture.
Despite the appreciation
from some residents, the
graffiti that desecrates
the statue can be seen
throughout the Greek
capital and is indicative
of the attitudes of many
Greeks as they face an
unprecedented financial
crisis.
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“London Exposed” was
originally a photography
project for a class at
the FSU London Study
Center. After being
given the opportunity
to change our project
entirely, Hunter was left
with a handful of long
exposure shots around
London, with this from
New Oxford Street being
one of his favorites.

London Exposed
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HUNTER DYKE

Mystic Mosques

An urban haze coats the Sultanahmet district of Istanbul. The ageold area is home to two of the most popular attractions in Istanbul,
the Sultan Ahmed Mosque and the ancient Hagia Sofia.
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Shoppers descend an
escalator in the Dubai
Mall. The mall is the
most-visited
shopping
center in the world, and
boasts an aquarium,
ice rink and a SEGA
oriented theme park to
accompany the 1,200 plus
stores. The Dubai Mall
offers locals and tourists
alike an escape from the
blistering temperatures
of the Arabian Peninsula.

Dubai
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DELANEY SANDLIN

Home is Where the Heart is
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FICTION AUTHORS

Rain

Amanda Foley is a dual degree student currently
pursuing a Bachelor of Arts in English focused on
Creative Writing as well as a Bachelor of Science in
Interdisciplinary Social Sciences focused on Law
and Society. Her interests include science fiction,
surrealism, and good mysteries. After graduation, she
hopes to travel.

Love Hurts

When Jordan Glynn is not at school he’s usually at
home with his family — which is currently Washington,
D.C., though he grew up in San Diego, California (a
place with which he still associates closely). He’s a
Creative Writing Major, and a sophomore. Kudzu is
the first place his work has appeared and he thinks it’s
hella cool he got the opportunity.
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Heather Cunningham is a Senior Theatre and
Creative Writing major at Florida State University.
As an aspiring performer and television writer, she
is particularly passionate about using comedy as an
outlet to express her own unique stories. During her
time at FSU, she was given the opportunity to put up
two of her short, original plays: Genesis 6:9 and Scout’s
Honor. Whatever time she doesn’t spend working on
scripts, she devotes to her nonfiction writing.
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NONFICTION AUTHORS

Star Child

POETRY AUTHORS

2000 Buick LaSabre

When Christopher Gaynor is not in Tallahassee for
classes, he lives in Orlando with my family, but he was
born in Buffalo, New York. He is a Creative Writing
Major and graduating senior. He writes to share his
experiences and to connect with others! He’s incredibly
thankful to Kudzu for giving him the chance to do so.

Greyscale

Jalisa Reddick is from Greenville, Fl (the unknown
home of the famous Ray Charles) and is a Senior
English-Literature major (although she would much
prefer to major in Creative Writing). She dabbles in
singing, song writing, and creative writing. She prefers
to write fiction prose but notices that her poetry gets a
lot more recognition. She would love to make a career
out of her creativity and hopes to find a way to utilize
her creativity and pay her bills at the same time.

Our Love, Jaden Smith in a Dress

Jay Wardell is from the cities of Nashville, Detroit and
Clearwater. His major influences are Denise Duhamel,
Jim Harrison, Rivka Galchen, Chris Gethard, and
Ghostface Killah.

Cats, A Still Life of Desire

Zachary Pelo hails from the sprawling suburban
mess that is Clearwater, Florida. In his poetry, he is
compelled to point out all of the little bits of weirdness
that we take for granted as societal and cultural
norms. He enjoys art history, making friends with
neighborhood cats, and playing old-time banjo. He
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has work forthcoming in Yellow Chair Review.

Portrait of a Young Teacher, Eulogy for a
First Patient
Olivia Hüllert was born in Norway and moved to
Tallahassee in 2012. This move was a pursuit of a
dream of hers; representing Florida State Golf and
eventually becoming a professional player. Most plans
change, and so did this; after a year on the golf team,
Olivia chose school over sport. Three years pass too
quickly in college and she’s now graduating from
FSU with a double major in International Affairs and
Creative Writing.

Rise

Jamen Brock, who also responds to “Bird” when people
can’t figure out his first name, is a senior Creative
Writing major from Monticello, FL. He aspires to one
day be a soul model in lieu of a role model. When
not taking photos for his Instagram, Jamen can be
found either playing with his cats in order to avoid his
responsibilities or making plans to attain world peace
through world domination.
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VISUAL ART

Peace (Cover Art)

Sarah Cole creates works of art that translate
her feelings and emotions into visual depictions that
would be impossible for her to articulate with written
language. She believes that visual images can offer
a completely different perspective from the way an
emotion or feeling is typically thought of in written
language. To give weight to this concept in my pieces,
she uses symbols such as goldfish. These signify that
there is more to the piece than just a landscape, but
hold a much subtler meaning. Making visual emotions
allows her to understand all of the nuances that go into
the way an emotion is felt; there is some happiness in
depression, some energy in peace. Nothing is binary,
everything has nuances, and she hopes to express that
in her work.
“Peace” is an exploration of how to depict
emotions visually. She most often feels peace in
nature, especially in forests. The goldfish are meant to
personify the emotion of peace. The way they swim,
in a meandering fashion, lends very well to a calm
environment.
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